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‘Signature Sets’, Minimal Fragment Sets for Identifying

Protein Disulfide Structures with Cyanylation-Based

Mass Mapping Methodology
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Our cyanylation (CN)-based methodology for determining disulfide structure of cystinyl proteins
overcomes the limitations of conventional proteolytic methods. However, the CN-based method has
the potential drawback that occasionally some CN-induced cleavage fragments may not be detected.
We show that CN-based methods can overcome the failure to detect fragments by demonstrating the
existence of small ‘signature sets’ of fragments. The link between signature sets and the robustness of
CN-based methodology is validated by two case studies.
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Introduction

Formation of disulfide bonds (cystines) in a cystinyl protein
stabilizes its conformation.1 In a cysteine-containing protein,
any cysteine is either free or paired with another specific
cysteine, forming a native disulfide bond, to establish its
bioactivity; the formation of a non-native disulfide bond often
leads to a loss of bioactivity.2 For example, disulfide bond
formation has been implicated in prion protein activation in
spongiform encephalopathetic diseases.3 In an oxidative refold-
ing experiment, knowledge of the disulfide structure of the
folding intermediates and products provides insight into the
folding mechanism.4 Clearly, determining the connectivity of
cysteines in disulfide bonds is an important aspect of the
structural analysis of cystinyl proteins. The “disulfide pro-
teome” has been recommended as a tool to characterize
thioredoxin targets, using a reducing/nonreducing 2D gel and
fluorescent thiol labeling reagents5 or his-tagged mutation of
thioredoxin separated by Ni-NTA affinity column prior 2D gel6

in vitro, or utilizing tandem affinity purification tagged thiore-
doxin in vivo.7 In studies of cystinyl proteins, proteome-level
homology analysis based on disulfide patterns has been used
to explore structure/function relationships.8,9 An algorithm has
been developed and implemented for processing an input of
mass spectral data obtained from conventional proteolytic
disulfide mapping,10 with emphasis on highly knotted cystinyl
proteins in which some cleavage sites are not accessible and

for which the algorithm models different disulfide structures
that cannot be distinguished by the available mass spectral
data.

The conventional methodology for characterizing disulfide
structures relies on a combination of Edman sequencing,
proteolytic digestion, and mass mapping.11-13 The drawbacks
of these conventional methods include the inability to com-
pletely analyze proteins comprised of adjacent cysteines and
a risk of forming artifacts due to disulfide scrambling during
the alkaline proteolysis. Our cyanylation (CN)-based mass
mapping methodology avoids the problem of disulfide scram-
bling by covalently modifying the free sulfhydryls at low pH;14

in addition, the CN-based methodology is amenable to the
analytical challenge presented by proteins containing closely
spaced cysteines as demonstrated in the analysis of cystinyl
protein folding intermediates15 as well as the ultimate analytical
challenge of adjacent cysteines,16 including a tightly knotted
protein containing three adjacent cysteines among those
forming four disulfide bonds.17 High-throughput disulfide
proteomics analysis of cystinyl proteins separated by 2-D gel
electrophoresis may be possible when using the CN-based
disulfide mass mapping methodology because the negative
signature mass algorithm18 obviates the need to isolate partially
reduced isoforms of the protein.

One potential problem of using the CN-based method is that
occasionally some CN-induced cleavage fragments may not be
detected, partly because the cleavage yield varies among
different local sequences,19 and partly because of signal sup-
pression or interference from chemical background, e.g., matrix
ions interfering with detection of a peptide ion during analysis
by MALDI-MS. Despite these difficulties and disappointments
in not observing CN-induced cleavage products that would
provide direct evidence for a given disulfide linkage, we have
successfully deduced the disulfide structure of a given analyte
from indirect evidence available in the mass spectrum.18
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Furthermore, we had long noticed that information concerning
the disulfide linkages of the analyte was redundantly distributed
among the CN-induced cleavage products.

Here, we provide a theoretical foundation that explains why
the CN-based disulfide mass mapping methodology is able to
succeed even in the presence of the aforementioned difficulties.
Specifically, we introduce the ‘signature set’ (Si) concept to
show that the correct disulfide structure can be derived as long
as a small, critical fraction of CN-induced cleavage fragments
is obtained and matched with one of its unique ‘signature sets’.

Building on this theoretical foundation, we analyze the
signature set model three different ways. First, we provide some
mathematical proofs about signature sets and their properties.
Second, we perform a computational analysis of all possible
signature sets for 4-disulfide proteins in order to identify
patterns in the composition of signature sets. For example, we
observe the surprising fact that signature sets typically contain
fragments from doubly reduced isoforms, so it is advisable to
adjust conditions during partial reduction to generate both
singly and doubly reduced isoforms of the cystinyl protein.
Finally, we provide an experimental verification of the signature
set model using a 3-disulfide cystinyl protein with applications
to human epidermal growth factor (hEGF) and ribonuclease A
(RNaseA), a 4-disulfide cystinyl protein. Within each section,
we present and interpret the results from the given analysis.

Part 1: Theoretical Foundations and Mathematical
Analysis.

A. Representation of Cystinyl Proteins. For the remainder
of the paper, we assume that we have a cystinyl protein with
n disulfide bonds, and that we know which 2n cysteines are
involved in these bonds. Furthermore, there are no free
cysteines in the protein. (The location of any free cysteines is
determined in a preliminary analysis;20 the originally free
cysteines are then alkylated, which effectively eliminates them
from consideration during the determination of the disulfide
linkages as described herein.) The problem to be solved is
determining how these 2n cysteines are paired to form a
disulfide structure. We shall represent any cysteine with n
disulfide bonds in the following manner: [N, 1, 2, ..., i, ..., 2n,
C], where N corresponds to the N-terminus of the protein,
integer i corresponds to the cysteine that is the ith closest to
the N-terminus, and C corresponds to the C-terminus of the
protein. See Scheme 1 for an illustration of this representation.

B. Synopsis of Cyanylation-Based Methodology for Mass
Mapping of Disulfide Bonds within Cystinyl Proteins. The
method is based on selective cyanylation of the sulfhydryl
group of a cysteine residue, and subsequent nucleophilic attack
by NH3 to promote cyanylation (CN)-induced cleavage of the
peptide backbone on the N-terminal side of the modified
cysteine.21 This process of chemical modification and controlled
degradation of the analyte is depicted in Scheme 2, where the
cyanylation and cleavage occurs at the ith cysteine in the
protein. Note that the ith cysteine is modified in the form of an
iminothiazolidine (itz) derivative in the C-terminal fragment.

The CN-induced cleavage products are represented in Scheme
2 by computer shorthand notation (for conventional protein
chemistry notation, see Scheme 5).

Because cystines (disulfide bonds) are nonreactive with the
cyanylating reagent, cyanodiaminopyridinium (CDAP) tet-
rafluoroborate, a multi-cystinyl protein must be partially

Scheme 1. Numbering the Cysteines Involved in Disulfide
Linkages According to Their Position Relative to the
N-Terminus of the Cystinyl Protein

Scheme 2. Cleavage of a Cyanylated Cysteine-containing
Peptide Yields Two Fragmentsa

a Represented here by computer shorthand notation as defined
in the text (for conventional protein chemistry notation, see
Scheme 5). The C-terminal CN-induced cleavage fragment is
blocked as an iminothiazolidine (itz) derivative.

Scheme 3. Generation of One of the Two 1-Reduced
Isoforms of a 2-Disulfide Protein

Scheme 4. Cleavage of a 1-Reduced and Cyanylated Isoforma

a After total reduction (to break residual disulfide bonds), it
generates three fragments, which are represented here by
computer shorthand notation.

Scheme 5. Three CN-Induced Cleavage Fragments (together
with calculated mass) that Relate to the Disulfide Bond
between Cys26 and Cys84 in RNase-Aa

a At this stage of analysis, no information can be deduced for
the other six cysteines.
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reduced22 (to generate specific pairs of free sulfhydryl groups)
using a reducing agent such as tris-carboxyethylphosphine
(TCEP). In general, we define a k-reduced isoform of an
n-disulfide protein as resulting from the reduction of k of the
n disulfide bonds in the protein creating 2k free sulfhydryl
groups. Scheme 3 illustrates one of two possible 1-reduced
(singly reduced) isoforms of a 2-disulfide protein.

Once we have a k-reduced isoform, we now promote CN-
induced cleavage at the N-terminal side of all 2k cyanylated
cysteine residues. This will result in 2k + 1 fragments of the
original protein sequence except for the case where CN-
induced cleavage fragments are still connected by residual
disulfide bonds. This condition is illustrated in the middle of
Scheme 4, where a residual disulfide bond between Cys1 and
Cys3 holds two of the three fragments together. To promote
the generation of 2k + 1 fragments, we now treat the cleaved
reaction mixture with an excess of reducing reagent, TCEP, to
reduce all residual disulfide bonds. We call this step “total
reduction” as illustrated in the right-hand side of Scheme 4.
The fragments in the resulting cleavage reaction mixture can
be analyzed and identified by either MALDI or ESI mass
spectrometry.

C. Disulfide Structures and Fragment Sets. We first observe
that there are (2n - 1)*(2n - 3)*...*3*1 possible, isomeric
disulfide structures. This follows as there are 2n - 1 possible
cysteines that can link to the leftmost cysteine, 2n - 3 cysteines
that can link to the leftmost unpaired cysteine, etc. Thus, we
see that the number of possible disulfide structures grows faster
than exponentially in the number of disulfide bonds n.

As described earlier, the process of k-reduction, cyanylation,
cleavage, and total reduction produces a collection of 2k + 1
peptides (CN-induced cleavage fragments modified as shown
in Scheme 2) of known sequence. We label these fragments by
their endpoints, which will be the position of one of the
cysteine residues (we include in this naming scheme the
definition of the C-terminal endpoint of an internal CN-induced
cleavage fragment as the position of the residue (not necessarily
noncysteine residues as in the case of adjacent cysteines) that
is to the N-terminal side of a cysteine), the N-terminus of the
protein, or the C-terminus of the protein. As there are 2n + 2
possible endpoints of fragments, it follows that universe F of
possible fragments has size (n + 1)(2n + 1). We associate a
fragment set, FS subset of F, with each disulfide structure S as
follows.

Definition 1: For every isomeric n-disulfide structure S, we
define the corresponding fragment set FS to be the set of
fragments that can be produced by generation of k-reduced
isoforms, cyanylation, cleavage, and total reduction without
replicates for k e n.

We illustrate fragments sets by generating the fragment sets
for all three possible disulfide structures of a two-disulfide
protein. Consider first disulfide structure A from Figure 1. In
earlier discussion, we showed in Scheme 4 that one of the two
possible 1-reduced isoforms of disulfide structure A, character-
ized by disulfide linkages (1,3) and (2,4), (A disulfide linkage is
defined as a disulfide bond between two specific cysteine
residues. A disulfide structure is a particular combination of
specific linkages within a protein.) upon cyanylation, cleavage,
and total reduction, will generate three fragments: [N,2], [2,4],
[4,C]; the other 1-reduced isoform (not illustrated), in which
only the disulfide bond between Cys1 and Cys3 is reduced,
would generate three fragments: [N,1], [1,3], and [3,C]. Finally,
the 2-reduced species, after cyanylation, cleavage and total

reduction would produce five cleavage fragments: [N,1], [1,2],
[2,3], [3,4], and [4,C]. Putting this all together, the fragment set
of structure A in Figure 1 is {[N,1], [1,2], [2,3], [3,4], [4,C], [N,2],
[2,4], [1,3], [3,C]}. The fragment sets for structures B and C can
be generated in a similar fashion and are listed on the right
side of Figure 1.

If we examine the three fragment sets in Figure 1 carefully,
then we see that each fragment set has some unique fragments
that distinguish it from the fragment sets of the other two
structures. For example, fragment [1,3] appears in fragment set
FA, but not in FB or FC. Fragment [N,3] appears in FB, but not
in FA or FC, and fragment [1,4] appears in FC, but not in FA or
FB. One of our key findings is that the fragment set of any
disulfide structure has a relatively small subset of fragments
that distinguish it from all other possible disulfide structures.

Our first observation is that we can ignore k-reduced
isoforms for k > 2.

Lemma 1. For any disulfide structure S, all fragments f in
the fragment set, FS , can be generated from 1-reduced and
2-reduced isoforms.

D. Differential Sets and Signature Sets. Definition 2: Given
two disulfide structures i and j for an n-disulfide protein, or
equivalently, the two fragment sets Fi and Fj, we define the
differential set D(i,j) to be Fi - Fj.

If we detect a fragment from D(i,j), this implies that disulfide
structure i may be the correct one, but that disulfide structure
j cannot be the correct one. Figure 2 depicts the differential
sets for two of the three possible disulfide structures of a
2-disulfide protein.

If we have narrowed the correct disulfide structure down to
two possibilities, structure i or structure j, the detection of any
one of the fragments in differential set D(i,j) or D(j,i) is sufficient

Figure 1. Three possible disulfide structures for a two-disulfide
protein and the corresponding CN-induced cleavage fragment
sets.

Figure 2. Two differential sets generated in a comparison
between the fragment sets of two isomeric disulfide structures
for a 2-disulfide protein.
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to distinguish between the two possibilities. However, what we
desire is a way to pinpoint one disulfide structure from among
all theoretical possibilities.

Definition 3: A signature set (Si) for a disulfide structure i is
a set of fragments such that if all the fragments in Si are
detected, then we can guarantee that the correct disulfide
structure is structure i. A minimal signature set (Si) for a
disulfide structure i is a signature set for structure i such that
if any one fragment is removed, the resulting fragment set is
not a signature set for structure i.

For the remainder of this article, we focus primarily on
minimal signature sets, so we shall use the term signature set
for both signature set and minimal signature set. The precise
meaning should be clear from context.

Results from Mathematic Analysis and Discussion

A. Existence of Differential Sets and Signature Sets. Theo-
rem 1: Let i and j be any two distinct isomeric disulfide
structures of an n-disulfide protein for any n > 1. The
differential set D(i, j) is populated.

Corollary 1: Let i be any distinct disulfide structure of an
n-disulfide protein for any n > 1. There exists a signature set
Si containing at most 2n fragments.

The utility of unique signature sets is based on the assump-
tion that mass spectrometry will be able to distinguish between
two distinct CN-induced cleavage fragments. If this assumption
is true, then any isomeric disulfide structure can be uniquely
identified assuming all fragments from a signature set are
detected. However, there is a very small probability that this
will not be the case. One possible cause of such an occurrence
is if there are two fragments composed of exactly the same
amino acids. In such a case, we might not be able to distinguish
between the signature sets from two isomeric structures
(though it is still likely that we will be able to do so).
Fortunately, the probability of such an occurrence is extremely
low. Furthermore, this event can be detected (and is detected
in our software) when we compute the mass of all possible CN-
induced cleavage fragments. Given the extremely low prob-
ability of not distinguishing isomeric disulfide structures, the
applicability of the signature set concept to a proteome-wide
study should not be significantly affected.

B. Characteristics of Signature Sets of Cystinyl Proteins.
We now examine some characteristics of signature sets of a
cystinyl protein with n disulfide bonds. Our first observation
is that any signature set will have at least n - 1 fragments. We
describe two special cases of signature sets of size n - 1. The
first case is when all n disulfide bonds in the structure have
some overlap. More specifically, the left end of each disulfide
bond is one of the cysteines numbered 1 through n, and the
right end of each disulfide bond is one of the cysteines
numbered n + 1 through 2n. For this case, the middle fragment
of the n - 1 singly reduced isoforms corresponding to bonds
with left ends 1 through n - 1 form a signature set. The second
case is when all the n disulfide bonds have no overlap. That is,
the disulfide bonds are (1,2), (3,4), ..., (2n - 1, 2n). For this
example, two signature sets of size n - 1 are {[N,3], [N,5], ...,
[N,2n - 1]} and {[2,C], [4,C], ..., [2n - 2,C]}. Note that the
symbol (1, 2) is different from [1, 2]: the former symbol refers
to a disulfide bond formed by linking Cys1 and Cys2; the latter
symbol refers to a CN-induced cleavage fragment consisting
of residues from Cys1, in the form of an iminothiazolidine, up

to and including the residue that is on the N-terminal side of
Cys2, as defined earlier.

On the other extreme, there is a disulfide structure whose
smallest signature set has 2n - 2 xn fragments. If n is a perfect
square, we connect cysteines 1 through xn with cysteines xn
+ 1 through 2xn, cysteines 2xn + 1 through 3xn with
cysteines 3xn + 1 through 4xn, ..., and cysteines 2n - 2xn +
1 through 2n - xn with cysteines 2n - xn + 1 through 2n.
For this disulfide structure’s signature set, we need xn - 1
fragments from each cluster of xn bonds for a total of n - xn
fragments plus n - xn fragments of the form [N,i] for i > xn
or [j,C] for j < 2n - xn.

To understand these sets in more detail, we now explore
which fragments are most likely to be included in a signature
set. Consider any pair of disulfide bonds in a n-disulfide
protein. If we focus only on these two bonds and their four
cysteines, then we have three possible arrangements of the
bonds corresponding to the three possible isomeric disulfide
structures for a two-disulfide protein listed in Figure 1.
Structure A illustrates the case where the two bonds overlap,
structure B illustrates the case where the two bonds are parallel,
and structure C illustrates the case where one bond is contained
(nested) within the other bond. To be general, we will label
these four cysteines as i, j, k, and m where i < j < k < m rather
than 1, 2, 3, and 4.

We first point out that fragments generated by any other
cysteine pairs cannot distinguish between the three possibilities
above. That is, a fragment [r,s] will not rule out any of the three
structures A, B, and C for these four cysteines (r and s being
two other cysteines in the sequence). If we consider fragments
from 1-reduced isoforms, in the case of structure A where the
two bonds overlap, either fragment [i,k] or fragment [j,m] is
sufficient to rule out either of the other two possibilities. If we
consider structure C where one bond is contained (nested
within) in the other, fragment [i,m] is sufficient to rule out
either of the other two possibilities. Finally, if we consider
structure B where the two bonds are “parallel”, we need either
fragment [N,k] or fragment [j,C] to rule out the other possibili-
ties.

If we consider fragments from 2-reduced isoforms, one of
the endpoints must be the leftmost right endpoint or the
rightmost left endpoint of the four cysteines involved to rule
out any of the other possibilities. For example, for structure B,
we must have a fragment [r,k] where r < i or a fragment [j,s]
where s > m to rule out the other two possibilities. Fragment
[r,k] where i < r < j or fragment [j,s] where k < s < m would
rule out structure C, but not structure A. For structures A and
C, fragment [r,j] where r < i or fragment [k,s] where s > m
would rule out structure B, but not structure A nor C.

From this analysis, we derive the following conclusions about
fragments in signature sets. First, longer bonds are more useful
as they rule out more possibilities. Second, when considering
the smallest possible signature sets for any disulfide structure,
fragments from singly reduced isoforms are more useful than
fragments from doubly reduced isoforms. However, fragments
from doubly reduced isoforms become more prominent when
we consider larger signature sets. Finally, terminal fragments
(with one endpoint as N or C) are most useful for resolving
“parallel” bonds. This is most likely to occur when a terminal
fragment contains many internal cysteines, e.g., [N,x] where
x > n.

‘Signature Sets’ research articles
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Part 2: Computational Analysis of Signature Sets from
4-Disulfide Proteins

Experimental Methods. We have written computer programs
that generate the unique fragment set and all minimal signature
sets of all possible disulfide structures for generic cystinyl
proteins with n disulfide bonds. To facilitate discussion of these
disulfide structures and signature sets, we number the struc-
tures from 0 to Cn - 1, where Cn is the number of isomeric
disulfide structures for cystinyl proteins with n disulfide bonds.
An example of this naming scheme is shown in shorthand
symbols in Table 1 for a generic 3-disulfide protein. Structure
0 in Table 1 has three disulfide bonds: (1, 2) (3, 4) (5, 6).

We also used our programs to generate all minimal signature
sets for all 105 isomeric disulfide structures for a 4-disulfide
protein, but this list of signature sets is too long to include in
this paper. The minimal signature sets for a 3-disulfide protein
is available as supplementary information. In addition, the lists
for both the 3- and 4-disulfide proteins can be obtained at the
following URL: http://www.bch.msu.edu/facilities/massspec/
disulfide/index.html. For all 105 disulfide structures, there are
2444 signature sets containing a total of 10 719 fragments.

Given this raw data, we computed how often different
fragment types appeared in these signature sets. The idea is
that if a given fragment type occurs more often, then that type
of fragment is more important in disulfide structure charac-
terization. However, we first note that different disulfide
structures have different numbers of signature sets and that
different signature sets have different numbers of fragments.
To better reflect the significance of a fragment to an average
disulfide structure, we normalized the weight of each fragment
as follows. Suppose a CN-cleavage fragment appears in a
signature set with m total CN-cleavage fragments and the
corresponding disulfide structure has n signature sets, then we
assign the fragment a weight of 1/(m*n). Given this weighting
scheme, for each of the 105 disulfide structures, the weight
assigned to all fragments in all of its signature sets sums to 1.

We used the following characteristics to classify CN-cleavage
fragments: (i) the number of internal cysteines in the fragment,
(ii) whether it is a terminal fragment (containing the N- or
C-terminus of the intact protein) or an internal fragment, (iii)
the size of its associated signature set, and (iv) whether it could
be exclusively generated from a singly reduced isoform, or
exclusively from a doubly reduced isoform, or both.

Results from Computational Analysis and Discussion. We
first studied the correlation between number of internal
cysteines in a fragment and the likelihood that such a fragment
would appear in a signature set for a disulfide structure. Let
F(j) represent the total number of fragments in all 105 fragment
sets that have j internal cysteines and S(j) the weighted number
of fragments with j internal cysteines in signature sets for the
105 disulfide structures.

As can be seen in Figure 3, S(j) peaks at j ) 2. While it makes
sense that S(0) ) 0 because fragments with no internal
cysteines, such as [N,1] and [1,2], appear in every fragment set

and thus provide no useful information, it is perhaps slightly
surprising that S(6) is so small, since it would seem that
fragments with six internal cysteines, [N,7], [1,8], and [2,C],
would provide significant information. This discrepancy is
explained by the fact that F(j) decreases as j increases as
depicted in Figure 3. That is, S(2) is higher than S(6) because
the number of occurrences of fragments with two internal
cysteines, F(2), is much larger than the number of occurrences
of fragments with six internal cysteines, F(6). To compensate,
we further normalized S(j) by dividing by F(j) and found that
fragments with more internal cysteines do contribute more to
disulfide structure characterization (as shown in Figure 3), in
cases where they are present.

We then investigated the relative importance of internal
fragments vs terminal fragments. The observation that the
occurrence ratio of terminal fragments and internal fragments
(T/I) in S(j)/F(j) is always smaller than 1 (shown in Figure 4)
indicates that internal fragments contribute more to overall

Table 1. Indexing of All 15 Possible Isomeric Disulfide Structures for a 3-disulfide Protein Containing 6 Cysteines

structure

index no.

disulfide

structure

structure

index no.

disulfide

structure

structure

index no.

disulfide

structure

0 (1, 2) (3, 4) (5, 6) 5 (1, 3) (2, 6) (4, 5) 10 (1, 5) (2, 4) (3, 6)
1 (1, 2) (3, 5) (4, 6) 6 (1, 4) (2, 3) (5, 6) 11 (1, 5) (2, 6) (3, 4)
2 (1, 2) (3, 6) (4, 5) 7 (1, 4) (2, 5) (3, 6) 12 (1, 6) (2, 3) (4, 5)
3 (1, 3) (2, 4) (5, 6) 8 (1, 4) (2, 6) (3, 5) 13 (1, 6) (2, 4) (3, 5)
4 (1, 3) (2, 5) (4, 6) 9 (1, 5) (2, 3) (4, 6) 14 (1, 6) (2, 5) (3, 4)

Figure 3. Normalized occurrences of fragments in signature sets
(S(j)) and number of fragments in all fragment sets (F(j)) for a
4-disulfide protein as a function of number of internal cysteines
j in a fragment. S(j) is further divided by F(j) to account for the
uneven distribution of fragments with different number of
internal cysteines in fragment sets.

Figure 4. Normalized occurrence ratio of terminal fragments and
internal fragments (T/I) as a function of number of internal
cysteines in a fragment (j) in S(j), F(j), and S(j)/F(j).
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structural characterization than terminal fragments. However,
the increase in ratio (T/I) with j in both S(j) and S(j)/F(j)
suggests that the importance of terminal fragments increases
the number of internal cysteines, which corroborates with the
conclusion previously derived by mathematical analysis.

These two observations are in agreement with the “rule-out”
concept of the “negative signature mass algorithm”.18 Larger
fragments with more internal free cysteines rule out more
invalid linkages; fragments not terminated by the N- or
C-terminus of the protein are capable of ruling out invalid
linkages from both ends of the cleavage fragment, as opposed
to the N- or C-terminal fragment, which can only rule out
invalid linkages from the opposing end of the original molecule.

We also investigated the signature set size, and source
distribution for fragments in signature sets for all 105 possible
disulfide structures for a 4-disulfide protein (results shown in
Figure 5). These results support our earlier observations. Three-
fragment signature sets are comprised of mostly fragments that
could be generated from singly reduced isoforms. As the
signature set size increases, fragments from doubly reduced
isoforms become more significant. We also note that signature
sets with four fragments occur most frequently.

In summary, this analysis of signature sets for a 4-disulfide
protein clearly validates the conclusions drawn from the earlier-
described mathematical analysis of a generic cystinyl protein
containing an unlimited number of cysteines. We also per-
formed the same analysis to the fragments in all signature sets
for five-disulfide proteins (816 348 fragments) and derived
similar results.

Part 3: Experimental Verification of the ‘Signature Sets’
Concept

Experimental Methods. In this section of the paper, we
compare experimentally acquired mass spectral data from CN-
based mass mapping of model cystinyl proteins with signature
sets computed for a 3-disulfide and a 4-disulfide cystinyl
protein by an algorithm designed and implemented to facilitate
the computational analysis of signature sets for 4-disulfide
proteins described earlier. Specifically, we examine mass
spectra that we obtained previously during the CN-based mass

mapping of three isomeric forms of human epidermal growth
factor (hEGF), each containing three disulfide bonds as well
as ribonuclease A (RNase A), which has four disulfide bonds.
First, the chemical principles leading to CN-induced cleavage
for mass mapping the disulfide bonds in RNaseA14 will be
reviewed, then the chemical basis for trapping folding inter-
mediates by cyanylation23 will be reviewed.

The cyanylation chemistry is selective for cysteine; the
polypeptide backbone of a protein containing a cyanylated
cysteine can be cleaved on the N-terminal side of the modified
cysteine upon exposure to a nucleophile, such as hydroxide
ion21 or ammonia.14 Because the cyanylation chemistry does
not react with a disulfide bond, a cystinyl protein like RNaseA
must be partially reduced22 to provide free cysteines that can
be cyanylated.14 The cyanylated form of one of the four possible
singly reduced isoforms of RNaseA is shown in Scheme 5; if
this were from an unknown cystinyl protein, nothing would
known about the connectivity of the other six cysteines, hence
the question marks by cysteines 40, 58, 65, 72, 95, and 110 in
Scheme 5. Note that cleavage on the N-terminal side of the
cyanylated cysteines produces the three CN-induced cleavage
products shown in the middle section of Scheme 5, together
with the calculated and observed values of mass. The only way
that these detected fragments could have arisen was for Cys
28 and Cys 84 to have been available for cyanylation; thus,

Figure 5. Normalized occurrences of fragments in signature sets
as a function of signature set size and the source of the fragment
(from singly, doubly, or both singly/doubly reduced isoforms).

Figure 6. HPLC chromatogram showing three fully oxidized
isomers of hEGF after 48 h of oxidative refolding. ‘N’ represents
the native protein, whereas III-A and III-B represent misfolded
versions of the protein.

Table 2. Expected Fragments from CN-based Disulfide
Mapping of Native hEGF and Those Detected by MALDI-MSa

fragments

from

hEGF

fragments

(generic

number)

expected

masses

(Da)

observed

masses

(Da)

fragments in

signature

sets

1-32 [N,5] 3692.9 3694.1 yes
itz-6-19 [1,3] 1540.1 1541.7 yes
itz-14-30 [2,4] 1969.2 1970.3 yes
itz-20-53 [3,C] 4218.3 4218.0 yes
itz-31-53 [4,C] 2917.1 2916.4 yes
1-5 [N,1] 682.7 n.d. no
1-13 [N,2] 1555.6 1554.6 no
itz-33-41 [5,6] 1020.1 1020.2 no
itz-42-53 [6,C] 1721.0 1722.0 no
itz-6-13 [1,2] 915.9 915.9 no
itz-14-19 [2,3] 667.7 n.d. no
itz-20-30 [3,4] 1345.6 1345.0 no
itz-20-32 [3,5] 1562.8 n.d. no
itz-31-32 [4,5] 260.2 n.d. no

a The first five fragments are constituents of four signature sets (see Table
3), whereas the other nine theoretically possible fragments do not contribute
in distinguishing the disulfide structure of the native protein from other
theoretically possible disulfide structures. (n.d. ) not detected)
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because the fragments arise from a singly reduced isoform, Cys
28 and Cys 84 must have been connected to one another as a
disulfide bond in the original molecule.

The three isomeric forms of a 3-disulfide cystinyl protein
used to validate theoretical results from analysis of signature
sets were derived from an oxidative refolding experiment on
hEGF.15 During the refolding experiment, two misfolded forms
of hEGF were isolated by HPLC (see chromatogram in Figure
6) and analyzed by the CN-based disulfide mass mapping
methodology in a manner analogous to that described in the
preceding paragraph for RNaseA. Mass spectral data obtained
from determination of the disulfide structures of hEGF and two
misfolded isomers, each containing three disulfide bonds,
provide experimental confirmation of the utility of signature
sets as described below.

Results from Experimental Analysis and Discussion. In the
following, we coordinate the computed signature sets (Si) with
experimentally detected fragments to efficiently identify the
disulfide structure of each of the three isomeric species
containing three disulfide bonds. The linear structure showing
the cysteine connectivity of disulfide bonds in native hEGF is
shown in the upper part of Figure 6; notice that native hEGF
has a disulfide structure identical to structure 3 in Table 1, i.e.,
the first cysteine in the sequence is connected to the third, the
second to the fourth, etc as listed in Table 1 for structure 3.
The fragment set F3 for hEGF contains 14 fragments as listed
in Table 2. As listed in Table 3, four minimal signature sets
exist for hEGF, two consisting of two fragments and the other
two consisting of three fragments. For review purposes, con-
sider the two CN-cleavage fragments in first signature set in
Table 3 as represented by our computer shorthand notation;
recall from the earlier introduction to computer shorthand for
a CN-cleavage fragment that [N,5] represents a fragment
extending from the N-terminus up to, but not including, the
fifth cysteine, and that [1,3] represents a fragment starting at
the first cysteine (modified as an iminothiazolidine) and
extending up to, but not including, the third cysteine. In
Scheme 6, the structural origins of these two CN-cleavage
fragments, [N,5] and [1,3], are represented by conventional
protein symbolism. Specifically, [N,5] includes the N-terminus
and all other residues up to and including residue 32; it does
not include the fifth cysteine, which is residue 33. Similarly,
[1,3] extends from residue 6, which is the first cysteine, as an
iminothiazolidine, up to residue 19, i.e., it does not include
residue 20, which is the third cysteine.

Notice that only 10 of the 14 fragments in F3 (listed in Table
2) were detected by MALDI-MS during CN-based disulfide mass
mapping. Three of the four undetected fragments have a very
low calculated mass, and their mass spectral peaks may have
been obscured by those for matrix ions during MALDI. The
reason for not detecting fragment [3,5], a CN-cleavage product
from a doubly reduced isoform, was not clear. However, failure
to detect these four fragments does not affect the outcome of

the disulfide structure determination. As noted in Table 3, all
fragments in all four minimal signature sets were detected.
Examining these four signature sets in more detail, we note
that all fragments from at least one of the signature sets will
be detected if we detect either fragment [1,3] or fragment [2,4]
in addition to fragment [N,5] or fragments [3,C] and [4,C]. Thus,
no single fragment must be detected in order to correctly
identify the disulfide structure of hEGF as Structure 3 in Table
1.

Similarly, by examining the mass spectra (data not shown)
obtained by analysis of the mixture of CN-induced cleavage
fragments from folding intermediate IIIB,15 we detected eight
of the 12 possible CN-induced cleavage fragments, including
all members of three of the five signature sets, each containing
only two of the twelve possible fragments (in Table 3). By
examining the mass spectra (data not shown) from a similar
analysis of the folding intermediate IIIA,15 we detected nine of
the fifteen expected CN-induced cleavage fragments, including
both fragments for the only signature set. In the above-
mentioned analysis of native hEGF and its two disulfide
isomers, we detected 66% (27/41), on average, of the expected
CN-induced fragments by MS.

Finally, we consider RNase A, which has four disulfide bonds.
Using the numbering scheme defined earlier for the connectiv-
ity of cysteines in disulfide linkages, the disulfide structure of
RNase A is (1,6) (2,7) (3,8) (4,5). RNase A has 27 CN-cleavage
fragments in its fragment set FX; it has 19 distinct minimal
signature sets, seven of which contain only three fragments,
as listed in Table 4, and 12 of which contain four fragments
(not listed). Mass spectra obtained previously during CN-based
disulfide mapping of RNase A showed peaks for 14 of the
possible 27 CN-induced fragments (52%); these detected frag-
ments include those present in three of the seven signature
sets (consisting of only three fragments each) as listed in Table
4.

These above-described cases provide experimental data to
illustrate the robustness of the CN-based disulfide mass map-

Table 3. Signature Sets for the Three Isomeric Proteins (native, IIIB, IIIA) Resulting from the Refolding of hEGFa

signature sets for

structure 3 (native) detected

signature sets for

structure 0 (III-B) detected

signature sets for

structure 14 (III-A) detected

[N,5] [1,3] yes [N,3] [N,5] yes [1,6] [2,5] yes
[N,5] [2,4] yes [N,5] [2,5] no
[1,3] [3,C] [4,C] yes [N,5] [2,C] yes
[2,4] [3,C] [4,C] yes [2,5] [2,C] no

[2,C] [4,C] yes

a Mass spectra obtained during disulfide mass mapping of these proteins exhibited peaks for all members of most of the signature sets.15

Scheme 6. Structural Representation by Conventional Protein
Symbolism for the Two Fragments, [N,5] and [1,3] as Repre-
sented in Computer Shorthand Notation, Comprising the First
Signature Set for Native hEGF in the Context of the CN-Based
Chemical Processing
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ping method against the failure to detect some CN-induced
cleavage fragments. Specifically, in the two cases described
above, a large percentage (∼33% for hEGF and 48% for RNase
A) of the expected CN-induced cleavage fragments were not
detected. However, because all the cleavage fragments from
at least one signature set were detected in each case, the analyst
was able to uniquely identify the correct disulfide structure.

We note that failure to detect a cleavage fragment in one
signature set for a disulfide structure does not prevent the
identification of the protein disulfide structure by detecting all
members of a different signature set (as in the cases for hEGF
folding intermediate IIIB and RNase A). Multiple signature sets
are usually available for a disulfide structure; structure IIIA, a
folding “intermediate” of hEGF, is an extreme case with only
one available signature set. A 3-disulfide protein, on average,
has five signature sets. When applying this method to pro-
teome-level analysis, we might not detect all the fragments that
comprise at least one signature set in some circumstances, e.g.,
for low-abundance proteins. In those cases, two or more
isomeric disulfide structures would not be distinguishable by
this method. Such occurrences can be minimized (as indicated
in the results from our theoretical analysis) with the recom-
mended experimental procedure of producing some doubly
reduced species in addition to the singly reduced species.

Conclusions

Cyanylation-induced cleavage of the polypeptide backbone
of cystinyl proteins generates disulfide structure-specific frag-
ments that can be used to mass-map the linkages of specific
cysteines involved in a particular disulfide structure. We have
shown that there exist relatively small signature sets, Si, of
fragments that uniquely characterize each disulfide structure
i. By inspection, we observed several properties of minimal
signature sets including (i) that all fragments in minimal
signature sets contain internal cysteine(s) within their se-
quences and (ii) while fragments from singly reduced isoforms
dominate the smallest possible signature sets for any given
disulfide structure, the failure to detect fragments from singly
reduced isoforms can be compensated for by detecting frag-
ments from doubly reduced isoforms (resulting in larger
signature sets). Thus, to maximize the probability of uniquely
identifying the correct disulfide structure, it behooves the
analyst to seek conditions during partial reduction that promote

formation of both the singly and doubly reduced isoforms of
the cystinyl protein. We illustrated the utility of signature sets
by considering experimental mass spectra previously obtained
for hEGF and two of its mis-folded isomers as well as those for
RNase A. The concept of signature sets underlies the intrinsic
robustness of the cyanylation-based disulfide mass mapping
methodology. One can still unequivocally determine the di-
sulfide structure, even when several CN-induced cleavage
fragments are not detected. The robust nature of the cyanyla-
tion-based disulfide mapping methodology should help en-
courage its widespread use as the sophistication level of
proteomic research rises to include the disulfide proteome. In
particular, the concept of ‘signature sets’ should facilitate
development of high-throughput analytical methods to recog-
nize the ‘disulfide homology’ of a given cystinyl protein.
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Table 4. Listing of Some of the Signature Sets for RNase A
(only those consisting of three CN-induced cleavage
fragments)a

some of the signature

sets for RNase A

all fragments detected

during earlier disulfide

mapping experiment

[1,6] [2,6] [3,8] yes
[1,6] [2,7] [3,6] no
[1,6] [2,7] [3,7] no
[1,6] [2,7] [3,8] yes
[1,6] [3,7] [3,8] no
[2,6] [2,7] [3,8] yes
[2,7] [3,6] [3,8] no

a Compositions of fragments are expressed in computer-shorthand ac-
cording to relative position of cys residues as explained in the text.
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